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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, studies aimed at inferring the distribution of birth periods of neutron stars are
based on radio surveys. Here we propose an independent method to constrain the pulsar spin
periods at birth based on their X-ray luminosities. In particular, the observed luminosity distri-
bution of supernovae (SNe) poses a constraint on the initial rotational energy of the embedded
pulsars,viathe Lx− ˙ Erot correlationfoundforradiopulsars,andundertheassumptionthatthis
relation continues to hold beyond the observed range. We have extracted X-ray luminosities
(or limits) for a large sample of historical SNe observed with Chandra, XMM and Swift, which
have been ﬁrmly classiﬁed as core-collapse SNe. We have then compared these observational
limits with the results of Monte Carlo simulations of the pulsar X-ray luminosity distribution
for a range of values of the birth parameters. We ﬁnd that a pulsar population dominated by
millisecond periods at birth is ruled out by the data.
Key words: supernova remnants – pulsars: general – X-rays: stars.
1 INTRODUCTION
Modelling the observed properties of the Galactic population of ra-
dio pulsars, with the purpose of inferring their intrinsic properties,
has been the subject of extensive investigation for several decades
(e.g. Gunn & Ostriker 1970; Phinney & Blandford 1981; Lyne,
Manchester & Taylor 1985; Stollman 1987; Emmering & Chevalier
1989; Narayan & Ostriker 1990; Lorimer et al. 1993; Hartman et al.
1997; Cordes & Chernoff 1998; Arzoumanian, Cordes & Chernoff
2002; Vranesevic et al. 2004; Faucher-Giguere & Kaspi 2006;
Ferrario & Wickramasinghe 2006). Since the fraction of pulsars
that can be detected close to their birth constitutes a negligible frac-
tion of the total sample, these studies generally use the present-day
observedpropertiesofpulsars(viz.theirperiodPandperiodderiva-
tive ˙ P), together with some assumptions about their time evolution,
to reconstruct the birth distribution of periods and magnetic ﬁelds
for the pulsar population. These analyses also need to make as-
sumptionsaboutpulsarpropertiesandtheirevolution(e.g.theexact
shapeoftheradiobeamanditsdependenceontheperiod),aswellas
overcomeanumberofselectioneffects.Resultsfromvariousinves-
tigations have often been conﬂicting, with some studies favouring
initial periods in the millisecond range (e.g. Arzoumanian et al.
2002), and others instead ﬁnding more likely periods in the range
of several tens to several hundreds of milliseconds (e.g. Faucher-
 E-mail: rosalba@jilau1.colorado.edu
Giguere & Kaspi 2006). The efforts put over the years into this area
of research stem from the fact that the birth properties of neutron
stars(NSs)areintimatelyrelatedtothephysicalprocessesoccurring
during the supernova (SN) explosion and in the proto-NS. As such,
they bear crucial information on the physics of core-collapse SNe,
in which most are thought to be formed.
Besides the inferences on the birth parameters from the radio
population discussed above, we show here that constraints can be
derived also from the X-rays. Young, fast-rotating NSs are indeed
expected to be very bright in the X-rays. In fact, observationally
there appears to be a correlation between the rotational energy loss
of the star, ˙ Erot, and its X-ray luminosity, Lx. This correlation was
noted by Verbunt et al. (1996), Becker & Trumper (1997), Seward
& Wang (1988) and Saito (1997) for a small sample of objects, and
later studied by Possenti et al. (2002; hereafter P02) for the largest
sample of pulsars known to date.
Combining the birth parameters derived from the radio (which
determine the birth distribution of ˙ Erot for the pulsars), with the em-
pirical Lx– ˙ Erot correlation, the distribution of X-ray luminosity can
be predicted for a sample of pulsars with a certain age distribution.
The above calculation was performed by Perna & Stella (2004).
They found that the birth parameters derived by Arzoumanian et al.
(2002) together with the Lx– ˙ Erot correlation derived by P02 yield a
sizable fraction of sources with luminosities 1039 erg s−1, which
could hence constitute potential contributors to the observed popu-
lation of ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) observed in nearby
galaxies (e.g. Fabbiano & White 2003; Ptak & Colbert 2004).
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Obviously,thesepredictionswereheavilydependentontheassumed
initial birth parameters (the periods especially) of the pulsar popu-
lation.
In this paper, we propose a new, independent method to constrain
the pulsar spin periods at birth from X-ray observations, and hence
also assess the contribution of young, fast-rotating NSs to the popu-
lationofbrightX-raysources.SinceNSsareborninSNexplosions,
and very young pulsars are still embedded in their SNe, the X-ray
luminosity of the SNe provides an upper limit to the luminosity
of the embedded pulsars. We have analysed an extensive sample
of historical SNe whose position has been observed by Chandra,
XMM or Swift, and studied their X-ray counterparts. We measured
their X-ray luminosities or derived a limit on them in the cases of
no detection. A comparison between these limits and the theoretical
predictions for the distribution of pulsar X-ray luminosities shows
that, if the assumed initial spins are in the millisecond range, the
predicted distribution of pulsar X-ray luminosities via the Lx– ˙ Erot
correlation is highly inconsistent with the SN data. Our analysis
hence suggests that a substantial fraction of pulsars cannot be born
with millisecond periods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
method by which the SN X-ray ﬂux measurements and limits are
extracted, while in Section 3 we describe the theoretical model for
thedistributionoftheX-rayluminosityofyoungpulsars.Acompar-
ison between the theoretical predictions and the data is performed
in Section 44, while the results are summarized and discussed in
Section 5.
2 X-RAY ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL
SUPERNOVAE OBSERVED BY Chandra, XMM
AND Swift
We compared and combined the CfA List of Supernovae,1 the
Padova–Asiago Catalogue,2 the Sternberg Catalogue3 (Tsvetkov,
Pavlyuk & Bartunov 2004), and Michael Richmond’s Supernova
Page,4 to create a list of unambiguous identiﬁed core-collapse
SNe (updated to 2007 April). We cross-correlated the SN posi-
tions with the catalogues of Chandra/ACIS, XMM–Newton/EPIC
and Swift/XRT observations,5 to determine which SN ﬁelds have
been observed by recent X-ray missions (ASCA was excluded be-
cause of its low spatial resolution, and ROSAT because of its lack
of 2–10 keV sensitivity). For the Chandra ACIS-S data, we limited
our search to the S3 chip. We obtained a list of ∼200 core-collapse
SNe whose positions happened to be in a ﬁeld observed at least
once after the event. From the list, we then selected for this paper
all the core-collapse SNe with unambiguous subtype classiﬁcation
(Type Ib/c, Type IIn, IIL, and IIP and IIb). That is about half of the
totalsample.Weleavetheanalysisoftheother∼100SNe(classiﬁed
generically as Type II) to a follow-up paper.
WeretrievedtherelevantX-raydatasetsfromthepublicarchives
of those three missions. The optical position of each SN in our
sample is well known, to better than 1 arcsec: this makes it easier to
determinewhetheranSNisdetectedintheX-rayband(inparticular
1 http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/iau/lists/Supernovae.html, compiled by The
Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams at the Harvard–Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics.
2 http://web.pd.astro.it/supern/snean.txt.
3 VizieR On-line Data Catalogue: II/256.
4 http://stupendous.rit.edu/richmond/sne/sn.list.
5 Search form at http://heasarc.nasa.gov.
for Chandra), even with a very low number of counts, at a level
that would not be considered signiﬁcant for source detection in a
blind search. For the Chandra observations, we applied standard
data analysis routines within the Chandra Interactive Analysis of
Observations (CIAO) software package6 version 3.4. Starting from
thelevel-2eventﬁles,wedeﬁnedasourceregion(radius2.5arcsec,
comprising ≈95 per cent of the source counts at 2 keV, on axis,
and proportionally larger extraction radii for off-axis sources) and
suitable background regions not contaminated by other sources and
atsimilardistancesfromthehostgalaxy’snucleus.ForeachSN,we
extracted source and background counts in the 0.3–8 keV band with
dmextract. In most cases, we are dealing with a very small number
of counts (e.g. 2 or 3, inside the source extraction region) and there
is no excess of counts at the position of the SN with respect to
the local background. In these cases, we calculated the 90 per cent
upperlimittothenumberofnetcountswiththeBayesianmethodof
Kraft,Burrows&Nousek(1991).Wethenconvertedthisnetcount-
rate upper limit to a ﬂux upper limit with WebPimms,7 assuming a
power-lawspectralmodelwithphotonindex  =2andline-of-sight
Galactic column density. The choice of a power-law spectral model
is motivated by our search for X-ray emission from an underlying
pulsar rather than from the SN shock wave. In a few cases, there is a
smallexcessofcountsattheSNposition.Wethenalsobuiltresponse
and auxiliary response functions (applying psextract in CIAO), and
used them to estimate a ﬂux, assuming the same spectral model.
Whenpossible,forsourceswith≈20–100netcounts,wedetermined
thecountratesseparatelyinthesoft(0.3–1keV),medium(1–2keV)
and hard (2–8 keV) bands, and used the hard-band rates (essentially
uncontaminated by soft thermal-plasma emission, and unaffected
by the uncertainty in the column density and by the degradation
of the ACIS-S sensitivity) alone to obtain a more stringent value
or upper limit to the non-thermal power-law emission. Very few
sourceshaveenoughcountsforatwo-componentspectralﬁt(mekal
thermal plasma plus power law): in those cases, we used the 2–10
keV ﬂux from the power-law component alone in the best-ﬁtting
spectral model. For those spectral ﬁts, we used the XSPEC version 12
software package (Arnaud 1996).
When we had to rely on XMM–Newton/EPIC data, we followed
essentially the same scheme: we estimated source and background
count rates (this time, using a source extraction circle with a 20 arc-
sec radius) in the full EPIC pn and MOS bands (0.3–12 keV) and
when possible, directly in the 2–10 keV band. The count rate to ﬂux
conversion was obtained with WebPimms (with a   = 2 power-law
model absorbed by line-of-sight column density) or through full
spectral analysis for sources with enough counts. We used standard
data analysis tasks within the Science Analysis System (SAS) ver-
sion 7.0.0 (e.g. xmmselect for source extraction). All three EPIC
detectors were properly combined, both when we estimated count
rates and when we did spectral ﬁtting to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio. In fact, in almost all cases in which a source position had
been observed by both Chandra and XMM–Newton, Chandra pro-
vided a stronger constraint to the ﬂux, because of its much narrower
point spread function and lower background noise. The Swift data
were analysed using the SWIFT software version 2.3 tools and latest
calibration products. Source counts were extracted from a circular
region with an aperture of 20 arcsec radius centred at the optical
positions of the SNe. In some cases, Swift observations referred to
6 http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao.
7 http://heasarc.nasa.gov/Tools/w3pimms.html and http://cxc.harvard.edu/
toolkit/pimms.jsp.
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 1640 R. Perna et al.
a gamma-ray burst (GRB) associated to a core-collapse SN: we did
not obviously consider the GRB ﬂux for our population analysis.
Instead, for those cases, we considered the most recent Swift obser-
vation after the GRB had faded and used that to determine an upper
limit to a possible pulsar emission. We only considered Swift obser-
vations deep enough to detect or constrain the residual luminosity
to  1040 erg s−1.
In some cases, two or more Chandra or XMM–Newton obser-
vations of the same SN target were found in the archive. If they
were separated by a short interval in time (much shorter than the
time elapsed from the SN explosion), we merged them together,
to increase the detection threshold. The reason we can do this is
that we do not expect the underlying pulsar luminosity to change
signiﬁcantly between those observations. However, when the time
elapsed between observations was comparable to the age of the SN,
we attributed greater weight to the later observations for our ﬂux
estimates. The reason is that the thermal X-ray emission from the
shocked gas tends to decline more rapidly (over a few months or
years) than the non-thermal pulsar emission (time-scale  tens of
years). More details about the data analysis and the luminosity and
colour/spectralpropertiesofindividualSNinoursamplewillbepre-
sentedelsewhere(Pooleyetal.,inpreparation).Here,wearemainly
interested in a population study to constrain the possible presence
and luminosity of high-energy pulsars detectable in the 2–10 keV
band.
While this is, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst X-ray search
for pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) in extragalactic SNe, and the ﬁrst
work that uses these data to set statistical constraints on the proper-
ties of the embedded pulsars, it should be noted that the possibility
of observing pulsars in young SNe (a few years old) was originally
discussed, from a theoretical point of view, by Chevalier & Frans-
son (1992). Furthermore, searches for PWNe in extragalactic SNe
have been performed in the radio (Reynolds & Fix 1987; Bartel &
Bietenholz2005).Observationally,however,clearevidenceforpul-
sar activity in SNe has been lacking. The radio emission detected in
some SNe, although initially ascribed to pulsar activity (Bandiera,
Pacini & Salvati 1984), was later shown to be well described as the
result of circumstellar interaction (Lundqvist & Fransson 1988).
There is however a notable exception, i.e. SN 1986J, for which the
observed temporal decline of the Hα luminosity (Rupen et al. 1987)
has been considered suggestive of a pulsar energy input (Chevalier
1987). As noted by Chevalier (1989), a possible reason for the ap-
parent low-energy input in some cases could be the fact that the
embedded NSs were born with a relatively long period. The present
work allows us to make a quantitative assessment on the typical
minimum periods allowed for the bulk of the NS population. The
list of SNe, their measured ﬂuxes and their ages (at the time of
observation) are reported in Table 1.
3 THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS FOR THE
X-RAY LUMINOSITY OF YOUNG PULSARS
Most isolated NSs are X-ray emitters throughout all their life:
at early times, their X-ray luminosity is powered by rotation
(e.g. Michel 1991; Becker & Trumper 1997); after an age of ∼103–
104 yr, when the star has slowed down sufﬁciently, the main X-ray
sourcebecomestheinternalheatofthestar,8 andﬁnally,whenthisis
8 In the case of magnetars, this internal heat is provided by magnetic ﬁeld
decay, which dominates over all other energy losses.
exhausted,theonlypossiblesourceofX-rayluminositywouldbeac-
cretionbytheinterstellarmedium,althoughtoaverylow-luminosity
level, especially for the fastest stars (e.g. Blaes & Madau 1993;
Popov et al. 2000; Perna et al. 2003). Another possible source of
X-rayluminositythathasoftenbeendiscussedinthecontextofNSs
is accretion from a fallback disc (Colgate 1971; Michel & Dressler
1981; Chevalier 1989; Yusifov et al. 1995; Chatterjee, Hernquist &
Narayan2000;Perna,Hernquist&Narayan2000;Alpar2001).Un-
der these circumstances, accretion would turn off magnetospheric
emission, and X-ray radiation would be produced as the result of
accretion on to the surface of the star. For a disc to be able to inter-
ferewiththemagnetosphereandaccrete,themagnetosphericradius
Rm ∼ 6.6 × 107B
4/7
12 ˙ m−2/7cm [with ˙ m−2/7 being the accretion rate
in Eddington units, and B12 ≡ B/(1012 G)] must be smaller than the
corotation radius Rcor ∼ 1.5 × 108 P2/3 (M/M )1/3 cm. If, on the
other hand, the magnetospheric radius resides outside of the corota-
tion radius, the propeller effect (Illarionov & Sunyaev 1975) takes
over and inhibits the penetration of material inside the magneto-
sphere, and accretion is (at least largely) suppressed. For a typical
pulsar magnetic ﬁeld B12 ∼ 5, the magnetospheric radius becomes
comparable to the corotation radius for a period P ∼ 1 s and an
Eddington accretion rate. If the infalling material does not possess
sufﬁcient angular momentum, however, a disc will not form, but
infall of the bound material from the envelope is still likely to pro-
ceed, albeit in a more spherical fashion. The accretion rate during
the early phase depends on the details of the (yet unclear) explosion
mechanism.EstimatesbyChevalier(1989)yieldvaluesintherange
3×10−4–2×102 M  yr−1.Inorderforthepulsarmechanismtobe
able to operate, the pressure of the pulsar magnetic ﬁeld must over-
come that of the spherical infall. For the accretion rates expected
at early times, however, the pressure of the accreting material dom-
inates over the pulsar pressure even at the NS surface. Chevalier
(1989) estimates that, for accretion rates ˙ M  3 × 10−4 M  yr−1,
the photon luminosity is trapped by the inﬂow and the effects of
a central NS are hidden. Once the accretion rate drops below that
value,photonsbegintodiffuseoutfromtheshockedenvelope;from
that point on, the accretion rate drops rapidly and the pulsar mech-
anism can turn on. Chevalier (1989) estimates that this occurs at an
ageofabout7months.Therefore,eveniffallbackplaysamajorrole
intheinitialphaseoftheSNandNSlives,itseffectsarenotexpected
to be relevant at the time-scales of interest for the conclusions of
this work.
Forthepurposeofouranalysis,weareespeciallyinterestedinthe
X-ray luminosity at times long enough so that accretion is unimpor-
tant,butshortenoughthatrotationisstillthemainsourceofenergy.
During a Crab-like phase, relativistic particles accelerated in the
pulsar magnetosphere are fed to a synchrotron emitting nebula, the
emission of which is characterized by a power-law spectrum. An-
other important contribution is the pulsed X-ray luminosity (about
10 per cent of the total in the case of the Crab) originating directly
from the pulsar magnetosphere. It should be noted that one impor-
tant assumption of our analysis is that all (or at least the greatest
majority) of NSs goes through an early time phase during which
their magnetosphere is active and converts a fraction of the rota-
tional energy into X-rays. However, there is observational evidence
that there are objects, known as central compact objects9 (CCOs),
for which no PWNe are detected. Since no pulsations are detected
for these stars, it is possible that they are simply objects born slowly
9 Examples are central source in Cas A and in Puppis A (e.g. Petre, Becker
& Winkler 1996; Pavlov et al. 2000.
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 How rapidly do neutron stars spin at birth? 1641
Table 1. X-ray measurements and upper limits for our sample of historical SNe. When more than one observation was used for a given source, the age is an
average of three epochs weighted by their exposure lengths. The instrument ACIS is onboard Chandra, EPIC on XMM–Newton and XRT on Swift.
SN Host galaxy Type Age (yr) L2–10keV (ergs−1) Instrument Observation date
1923A N5236 IIP 77.3 <6.0 × 1035 ACIS 2000-04-29, 2001-09-04
1926A N4303 IIP 75.3 <1.4 × 1037 ACIS 2001-08-07
1937A N4157 IIP 67.3 <1.3 × 1037 EPIC 2004-05-16
1937F N3184 IIP 62.1 <2.7 × 1036 ACIS 2000-01-08, 2000-02-03
1940A N5907 IIL 63.0 <1.0 × 1037 EPIC 2003-02-20, 2003-02-28
1940B N4725 IIP 62.6 <8.6 × 1036 ACIS 2002-12-02
1941A N4559 IIL 60.2 <5.5 × 1036 ACIS 2001-01-14, 2001-06-04, 2002-03-14
1948B N6946 IIP 55.1 <4.7 × 1035 ACIS 2001-09-07, 2002-11-25, 2004-10-22, 2004-11-06, 2004-12-03
1954A N4214 Ib 48.9 <1.6 × 1035 ACIS 2003-03-09
1959D N7331 IIL 41.6 <2.2 × 1037 ACIS 2001-01-27
1961V N1058 IIn 38.3 <6.1 × 1037 ACIS 2000-03-20
1962L N1073 Ic 41.2 <4.7 × 1037 ACIS 2004-02-09
1962M N1313 IIP 40.3 <3.7 × 1035 ACIS 2002-10-13, 2002-11-09, 2003-10-02, 2004-02-22
1965H N4666 IIP 37.7 <1.5 × 1038 ACIS 2003-02-14
1965L N3631 IIP 37.8 <5.7 × 1036 ACIS 2003-07-05
1968L N5236 IIP 32.0 <1.5 × 1036 ACIS 2000-04-29, 2001-09-04
1969B N3556 IIP 32.6 <3.8 × 1036 ACIS 2001-09-08
1969L N1058 IIP 30.3 <4.8 × 1037 ACIS 2000-03-20
1970G N5457 IIL 33.9 <4.9 × 1036 ACIS 2004-07-05, 2004-07-11
1972Q N4254 IIP 30.5 <3.0 × 1038 EPIC 2003-06-29
1972R N2841 Ib 31.9 <7.3 × 1035 EPIC 2004-11-09
1973R N3627 IIP 25.9 <7.7 × 1037 ACIS 1999-11-03
1976B N4402 Ib 26.2 <8.9 × 1037 EPIC 2002-07-01
1979C N4321 IIL 26.8 2.7+0.4
−0.4 × 1038 ACIS 2006-02-18
1980K N6946 IIL 24.0 <6.5 × 1036 ACIS 2004-10-22, 2004-11-06, 2004-12-03
1982F N4490 IIP 22.6 <1.1 × 1036 ACIS 2004-07-29, 2004-11-20
1983E N3044 IIL 19.0 <4.6 × 1037 EPIC 2001-11-24, 2002-05-10
1983I N4051 Ic 17.8 <1.7 × 1036 ACIS 2001-02-06
1983N N5236 Ib 16.8 <5.5 × 1036 ACIS 2000-04-29
1983V N1365 Ic 19.1 <7.0 × 1037 ACIS 2002-12-24
1985L N5033 IIL 14.9 <8.1 × 1037 ACIS 2000-04-28
1986E N4302 IIL 19.6 1.4+0.5
−0.5 × 1038 ACIS 2005-12-05
1986I N4254 IIP 17.1 <3.0 × 1038 EPIC 2003-06-29
1986J N891 IIn 21.2 8.5+0.5
−0.5 × 1038 ACIS 2003-12-10
1986L N1559 IIL 18.9 <1.4 × 1038 EPIC 2005-08-10, 2005-10-12
1987B N5850 IIn 14.1 <1.5 × 1038 EPIC 2001-01-25, 2001-08-26
1988A N4579 IIP 12.3 <2.4 × 1037 ACIS 2000-05-02
1988Z MCG+03-28-22 IIn 15.5 2.9+0.5
−0.5 × 1039 ACIS 2004-06-29
1990U N7479 Ic 10.9 1.1+0.6
−0.5 × 1039 EPIC 2001-06-19
1991N N3310 Ib/Ic 11.8 <4.2 × 1037 ACIS 2003-01-25
1993J N3031 IIb 8.1 <1.0 × 1038 ACIS 2001-04-22
1994I N5194 Ic 8.2 8.0+0.3
−0.7 × 1036 ACIS 2000-06-20, 2001-06-23, 2003-08-07
1994ak N2782 IIn 7.4 <3.7 × 1037 ACIS 2002-05-17
1995N MCG−02-38-17 IIn 8.9 4.3+1.0
−1.0 × 1039 ACIS 2004-03-27
1996ae N5775 IIn 5.9 <6.1 × 1037 ACIS 2002-04-05
1996bu N3631 IIn 6.6 <2.1 × 1037 ACIS 2003-07-05
1996cr ESO97−G13 IIn 4.2 1.9+0.4
−0.4 × 1039 ACIS 2000-03-14
1997X N4691 Ic 6.1 <2.2 × 1037 ACIS 2003-03-08
1997bs N3627 IIn 2.5 <2.9 × 1038 ACIS 1999-11-03
1998S N3877 IIn 3.6 3.8+0.5
−0.5 × 1039 ACIS 2001-10-17
1998T N3690 Ib 5.2 <2.0 × 1038 ACIS 2003-04-30
1998bw ESO184−G82 Ic 3.5 4.0+1.0
−0.9 × 1038 ACIS 2001-10-27
1999dn N7714 Ib 4.4 <5.9 × 1037 ACIS 2004-01-25
1999ec N2207 Ib 5.9 3.1+0.4
−0.4 × 1039 EPIC 2005-08-31
1999el N6951 IIn 5.6 <5.6 × 1038 EPIC 2005-04-30, 2005-06-05
1999em N1637 IIP 1.0 <1.4 × 1037 ACIS 2000-10-30
1999gi N3184 IIP 0.10 2.6+0.6
−0.6 × 1037 ACIS 2000-01-08, 2000-02-03
2000P N4965 IIn 7.2 <1.2 × 1039 XRT 2007-05-16
2000bg N6240 IIn 1.3 <1.4 × 1039 ACIS 2001-07-29
2001ci N3079 Ic 2.5 <5.0 × 1037 EPIC 2003-10-14
2001du N1365 IIP 1.3 <3.8 × 1037 ACIS 2002-12-24
2001em UGC11794 Ib/Ic 4.7 5.8+1.2
−1.2 × 1040 EPIC 2006-06-14
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 1642 R. Perna et al.
Table 1 – continued.
SN Host galaxy Type Age (yr) L2−10keV (ergs−1) Instrument Observation date
2001gd N5033 IIb 1.1 1.0+0.3
−0.3 × 1039 EPIC 2002-12-18
2001ig N7424 IIb 0.50 3.5+2.0
−2.0 × 1037 ACIS 2002-06-11
2002ap N628 Ic 0.92 <3.1 × 1036 EPIC 2003-01-07
2002fj N2642 IIn 4.7 <1.3 × 1039 XRT 2007-05-11
2002hf MCG−05-3-20 Ic 3.1 <7.6 × 1038 EPIC 2005-12-19
2003L N3506 Ic 0.08 7.7+1.5
−1.5 × 1039 ACIS 2003-02-10
2003ao N2993 IIP 0.016 5.6+1.2
−1.2 × 1038 ACIS 2003-02-16
2003bg MCG−05-10-15 Ic/IIb 0.33 5.3+1.3
−0.8 × 1038 ACIS 2003-06-22
2003dh Anon. Ic 0.71 <5.0 × 1040 EPIC 2003-12-12
2003jd MCG−01-59-21 Ic 0.041 <3.0 × 1038 ACIS 2003-11-10
2003lw Anon. Ic 0.34 7.0+3
−3 × 1040 ACIS 2004-04-18
2004C N3683 Ic 3.1 1.0+0.3
−0.2 × 1038 ACIS 2007-01-31
2004dj N2403 IIP 0.34 1.1+0.3
−0.3 × 1037 ACIS 2004-12-22
2004dk N6118 Ib 0.030 1.5+0.4
−0.4 × 1039 EPIC 2004-08-12
2004et N6946 IIP 0.18 1.0+0.2
−0.2 × 1038 ACIS 2004-10-22, 2004-11-06, 2004-12-03
2005N N5420 Ib/Ic 0.50 <1.0 × 1040 XRT 2005-07-17
2005U Anon. IIb 0.041 <1.1 × 1039 ACIS 2005-02-14
2005at N6744 Ic 1.7 <3.0 × 1038 XRT 2006-10-31
2005bf MCG+00-27-5 Ib 0.58 <6.0 × 1039 XRT 2005-11-07
2005bx MCG+12-13-19 IIn 0.25 <1.0 × 1039 ACIS 2005-07-30
2005da UGC11301 Ic 0.098 <5.0 × 1039 XRT 2005-08-23
2005db N214 IIn 0.036 <2.0 × 1039 EPIC 2005-08-01
2005ek UGC2526 Ic 0.041 <4.0 × 1039 XRT 2005-10-07
2005gl N266 IIn 1.6 <3.4 × 1039 XRT 2007-06-01
2005kd Anon. IIn 1.2 2.6+0.4
−0.4 × 1041 ACIS 2007-01-24
2006T N3054 IIb 0.0082 <6.0 × 1039 XRT 2006-02-02
2006aj Anon. Ic 0.43 <7.0 × 1039 XRT 2006-07-25
2006bp N3953 IIP 0.058 1.0+0.2
−0.2 × 1038 EPIC 2006-04-30
2006bv UGC7848 IIn 0.0082 <1.2 × 1039 XRT 2006-05-01
2006dn UGC12188 Ib 0.033 <2.5 × 1040 XRT 2006-07-17
2006gy N1260 IIn 0.16 <2.0 × 1038 ACIS 2006-11-15
2006jc UGC4904 Ib 0.068 2.1+0.6
−0.6 × 1038 ACIS 2006-11-04
2006lc N7364 Ib/Ic 0.016 <2.0 × 1040 XRT 2006-10-27
2006lt Anon. Ib 0.068 <4.0 × 1039 XRT 2006-11-05
2007C N4981 Ib 0.022 <3.0 × 1040 XRT 2007-01-15
2007D UGC2653 Ic 0.025 <3.0 × 1040 XRT 2007-01-18
2007I Anon. Ic 0.016 <9.0 × 1039 XRT 2007-01-20
2007bb UGC3627 IIn 0.022 <4.4 × 1039 XRT 2007-04-10
rotating and which hence have a low value of ˙ Erot. In this case, they
would not affect any of our considerations, since the Lx– ˙ Erot cor-
relation appears to hold all the way down to the lowest measured
values of Lx and ˙ Erot. However, if the CCOs are NSs with a high
˙ Erot, but for which there exists some new physical mechanism that
suppresses the magnetospheric activity (and hence the X-ray lumi-
nosity) to values much below what is allowed by the scatter in the
pulsar Lx– ˙ Erot relation, then these stars would affect the limits that
we derive. Since at this stage their nature is uncertain, we treat all
the samples of NSs on the same footing, although keeping this in
mindasacaveatshouldfutureworkdemonstratethedifferentintrin-
sic nature of the CCOs with respect to the conversion of rotational
energy into X-ray luminosity.
As discussed in Section 1, for all the NSs for which both the
rotational energy loss, ˙ Erot, and the X-ray luminosity, Lx, have been
measured, there appears to exist a correlation between these two
quantities. This correlation appears to hold over a wide range of
rotational energy losses, including different emission mechanisms
of the pulsar. Since in the high Lx regime (young pulsars) of interest
here the X-ray luminosity is dominated by rotational energy losses,
the most appropriate energy band for our study is above ∼2 keV,
wherethecontributionofsurfaceemissionduetotheinternalenergy
of the star is small. The correlation between Lx and ˙ Erot in the 2–10
keVbandwasﬁrstexaminedbySaitoetal.(1997)forasmallsample
of pulsars, and a more comprehensive investigation with the largest
sample up to date was later performed by P02. They found, for a
sample of 39 pulsars, that the best ﬁt is described by the relation
log Lx,[2–10] = 1.34 log ˙ Erot − 15.34, (1)
with 1σ uncertainty intervals on the parameters a = 1.34 and b =
15.34 given by σa = 0.03 and σb = 1.11, respectively. A similar
analysis on a subsample of 30 pulsars with ages τ<106 yr by
Guseinov et al. (2004) yielded a best ﬁt with parameters a = 1.56,b
= 23.4, and corresponding uncertainties σa = 0.12 and σb = 4.44.
The slope of this latter ﬁt is a bit steeper than that of P02; as a
result, the model by Guseinov et al. predicts a larger fraction of
high-luminosity pulsars from the population of fast-rotating young
stars with respect to the best ﬁt of P02. In order to be on the
C   2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2008 RAS, MNRAS 384, 1638–1648
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 How rapidly do neutron stars spin at birth? 1643
conservative side for the predicted number of high-Lx pulsars, we
will use as our working model the one by P02. It is interesting to
note,however,thatbothgroupsﬁndthattheefﬁciencyηx ≡ Lx/ ˙ Erot
is an increasing function of the rotational energy loss ˙ Erot of the
star. Furthermore, the analysis by Guseinov et al. shows that, for a
given ˙ Erot, pulsars with larger B ﬁeld have a systematically larger
efﬁciency ηx of conversion of rotational energy into X-rays. An in-
crease of ηx with ˙ Erot was found also in the investigation by Cheng,
Taam & Wang (2004). They considered a sample of 23 pulsars and
studiedthetrendwith ˙ Erot ofthepulsedandnon-pulsedcomponents
separately.Theirbestﬁtyielded Lpul
x ∝ ˙ E1.2±0.08
rot forthepulsedcom-
ponent,and Lnpul
x ∝ ˙ E1.4±0.1
rot forthenon-pulsedone.Theynotedhow
the former is consistent with the theoretical X-ray magnetospheric
emission model by Cheng & Zhang (1999), while the latter is con-
sistent with a PWN model in which Lnpul
x ∝ ˙ E
p/2
rot , where p ∼ 2–3 is
thepower-lawindexoftheelectronenergydistribution.Theirbestﬁt
for the total X-ray luminosity (pulsed plus non-pulsed components)
yielded Lx ∝ ˙ E1.35±0.2
rot , fully consistent with the best-ﬁtting slope
of P02. Along similar lines, recently Li, Lu & Li (2007) presented
another statistical study in which, using Chandra and XMM data of
Galactic sources, they were able to resolve the component of the
X-ray luminosity due to the pulsar from that due to the PWN. Their
results were very similar to those of Cheng et al. (2004), with a best
ﬁtforthepulsarcomponent Lpsr
x ∝ ˙ E1±0.1
rot ,andabestﬁtforthePWN
(representing the non-pulsed contribution) LPWN
x ∝ ˙ E1.4±0.2
rot . They
found that the main contribution to the total luminosity generally
comes from the non-pulsed PWN, hence yielding the steepening
of the Lx– ˙ Erot correlation with ˙ Erot, consistently with the P02 re-
lation, where the contribution from the pulsar and the PWN are
not distinguished. For our purposes, we consider the sum of both
contributions, since we cannot resolve the two components in the
observed sample of historical SNe.10
It should be noted that, despite the general agreement among
the various studies on the trend of Lx with ˙ Erot, and the support
from theory that the correlation is expected to steepen with ˙ Erot,
there must be a point of saturation in order to always satisfy the
condition Lx  ˙ Erot. While in our simulations we impose the extra
condition that ηx  1, it is clear that, until the correlation can be
calibrated through direct measurements of objects with high values
of ˙ Erot,thereremainsanuncertaintyonhowpreciselythesaturation
occurs, and this uncertainty is unavoidably reﬂected in the precise
detailsofourpredictions.However,unlessthereis,forsomereason,
a point of turnover above the observed range where the efﬁciency
of conversion of rotational energy into X-rays turns back into ηx
  1, then our general conclusions can be considered robust. In our
analysis, in order to quantify the uncertainty associated with the
above, we will also explore the consequences of a break in ηx just
above the observed range (to be mostly conservative).
Another point to note is that one implicit assumption that we
make in applying the Lx– ˙ Erot relation to very young objects is that
the synchrotron cooling time tsynch in X-rays is much smaller than
the age of the source, so that the X-ray luminosity is essentially an
instantaneous tracer of ˙ Erot. In order to check the validity of this
assumption, we have made some rough estimates based on mea-
surements in known sources. For example, let us consider the case
of the PWN in SN 1986J. Although the ﬁeld in the PWN has not
been directly measured, we can use radio equipartition and scale it
fromthatoftheCrabnebula.TheCrab’sradiosynchrotronemission
10 For typical distances  a few Mpc, the ACIS spatial resolution is 20 pc,
while PWN sizes are of the order of a fraction of a pc to a few pc.
has a minimum energy of ∼ 6 × 1048 erg (see e.g. Chevalier 2005),
and a volume of ∼ 5 × 1056 cm3. The average magnetic ﬁeld is
then ∼ 550μG. We can then scale to the PWN in SN 1986J, using
the fact that the radio luminosity is related to that of the Crab by
Lr,1986J ∼ 200 Lr,Crab, while its size is about 0.01 times that of the
Crab.Accordingtoequipartition,Bmin ∼(size)−6/7 L2/7
r (e.g.Willott
et al. 1999), so this very crude approach suggests that the magnetic
ﬁeld in the PWN of SN 1986J is Bmin ∼ 235 BCrab ∼ 120 mG. This
yields a very short cooling time in X-rays, tsynch ∼ 5 h (assuming a
Lorentzfactorfortheelectronsof∼106),sothatifwescalefromthe
Crab nebula, the use of Lx– ˙ Erot at early times appears reasonable.
If,ontheotherhand,initialperiodsaregenerallyslowerthanforthe
Crab, then the equipartition energy could be much smaller and the
corresponding lifetimes much longer. Let us then consider a 1012 G
pulsar with an initial period of 60 ms (the pulsar produced in SN
386 is such a source). We then have ˙ Erot ∼ 3 × 1036 ergs−1,s o
that (ignoring expansion losses) the energy deposited in the PWN
over 20 yr would be ∼ 2 × 1045 erg. For a volume similar to that
for SN 1986J above, the equipartition magnetic ﬁeld would be ∼10
mG, corresponding to a lifetime at 2 keV of about 10 d. This is
still a short enough lifetime for our purposes. Alternatively, for P0
∼ 5 ms and B ∼ 1012 G, we have ˙ Erot ∼ 6 × 1040 ergs−1, and
over 20 yr, this yields Etot ∼ 4 × 1049 erg. This implies B > 1G ,
so that tsynch ∼ 15 min. Therefore, we conclude that, overall, the
magnetic ﬁelds in young PWNe are likely strong enough to justify
the use of the Lx– ˙ Erot relation even for the youngest objects in our
sample.
One further point to note with respect to the Lx– ˙ Erot correlation
is the fact that it is based on a diversity of objects. The low-end
range of the relation, in particular, is populated with millisecond
pulsars (MSPs), which are spun up NSs. It is possible that this
class of objects might bias the correlation of the youngest, isolated
pulsars in the sample. Generally speaking, once they are spun up,
the MSPs form PWNe again (e.g. Cheng, Taam & Wang 2006), and
the conversion of ˙ Erot into Lx, which is practically an instantaneous
relationship (as compared to the ages under consideration), should
not be dependent on the history of the system. The magnetic ﬁeld of
theobjects(lowerfortheMSPsthanfortheyoung,isolatedpulsars),
however, might inﬂuence the conversion efﬁciency (Guseinov et al.
2004), hence biasing the overall slope of the correlation. Overall, in
our analysis a steeper slope would lead to tighter limits on the NS
spin birth distribution, and vice versa for a shallower slope. What
would be affected the most by a slope change is the high ˙ Erot tail of
the population. Hence, in Section 4, besides deriving results using
the Lx– ˙ Erot for all the pulsars, we will also examine the effects of a
change of slope for the fastest pulsars.
The rotational energy loss of the star, under the assumption that
it is dominated by magnetic dipole losses, is given by
˙ Erot =
B2 sin
2 θ  4 R6
6c3 , (2)
where R is the NS radius, which we take to be 10 km, B is the NS
magnetic ﬁeld,   = 2π/P is the star angular velocity and θ is the
angle between the magnetic and spin axes. We take sinθ = 1 for
consistency with what generally assumed in pulsar radio studies.
With sinθ = 1 and a constant B ﬁeld, the spin evolution of the
pulsars is simply given by
P(t) =

P
2
0 +

16π2R6B2
3Ic3

t
1/2
, (3)
where I ≈ 1045 gcm 2 is the moment of inertia of the star, and P0
is its initial spin period. The X-ray luminosity of the pulsar at time
C   2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2008 RAS, MNRAS 384, 1638–1648
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 1644 R. Perna et al.
t (which traces ˙ Erot) correspondingly declines as Lx = Lx,0(1 +
t/t0)−2, where t0 ≡ 3Ic3P2
0/B2R6(2π)2 ∼ 6500yr I45B
−2
12 R
−6
10 P2
0,10,
having deﬁned I45 ≡ I/(1045 gcm 2), R10 ≡ R/(10km),P0,10 ≡
P0/(10ms). For t  t0 the ﬂux does not vary signiﬁcantly. Since
the ages tSN of the SNe in our sample are all  77 yr, we deduce
that, for typical pulsar ﬁelds, tSN   t0. The luminosities of the pul-
sarsassociatedwiththeSNeinoursamplearethereforeexpectedto
be still in the plateau region, and thus they directly probe the initial
birth parameters, before evolution affects the periods appreciably.
In order to compute the X-ray luminosity distribution of a popu-
lationofyoungpulsars,themagneticﬁeldsandtheinitialperiodsof
thepulsarsneedtobeknown.AsdiscussedinSection1,anumberof
investigations have been made over the last few decades in order to
infer the birth parameters of NSs, and in particular the distribution
of initial periods and magnetic ﬁelds. Here, we begin our study by
comparing the SN data with the results of a pulsar population cal-
culation that assumes one of such distributions, and speciﬁcally one
that makes predictions for birth periods in the millisecond range.
AfterestablishingthattheSNdataarehighlyinconsistentwithsuch
short initial spins, we then generalize our analysis by inverting the
problem and performing a parametric study aimed at ﬁnding the
minimum values of the birth periods that result in predicted X-ray
luminosities consistent with the SN X-ray data.
4 OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE
PULSAR X-RAY LUMINOSITIES FROM
COMPARISON WITH HISTORICAL SNe
As a starting point to constrain pulsar birth parameters, we consider
the results of one of the most recent and comprehensive radio stud-
ies, based on large-scale radio pulsar surveys, that is the one carried
out by Arzoumanian et al. (2002; hereafter ACC). They ﬁnd that,
if spin-down is dominated by dipole radiation losses (i.e. braking
index equal to 3), and the magnetic ﬁeld does not appreciably de-
cay, the magnetic ﬁeld strength (taken as Gaussian in log) has a
mean  logB0(G) =12.35 and a standard deviation of 0.4, while
the initial birth period distribution (also taken as a log-Gaussian), is
found to have a mean  logP0 (s) =− 2.3 with a standard deviation
σP0 > 0.2 (within the searched range of 0.1–0.7). In the ﬁrst part of
ourpaper,asaspeciﬁcexampleofadistributionthatpredictsalarge
fraction of pulsars to be born with millisecond periods, we use their
inferred parameters described above. Since in their model the stan-
dard deviation for the initial period distribution is constrained only
bythelowerlimitσP0 > 0.2,hereweadoptσP0 = 0.3.Asthewidth
of the velocity dispersion increases, the predicted X-ray luminos-
ity distribution becomes more and more heavily weighed towards
higher luminosities (see ﬁg. 1 in Perna & Stella 2004). Therefore,
thelimitsthatwederiveinthissectionwouldbeevenstrongerifσP0
were larger than what we assume. We then assume that the Lx– ˙ Erot
correlation is described by the P02 best ﬁt with the corresponding
scatter.
In order to test the resulting theoretical predictions for the pulsar
distribution of X-ray luminosities against the limits of the SNe,
we perform 106 Monte Carlo realizations of the compact object
remnant population. Each realization is made up of Nobj = NSN
= 100, with ages equal to the ages of the SNe in our sample. The
fractionofmassivestarsthatleavebehindablackhole(BH)hasbeen
theoreticallyestimatedinthesimulationsbyHegeretal.(2003).For
asolarmetallicityandaSalpeterinitialmassfunction,theyﬁndthat
this fraction is about 13 per cent of the total. However, we need to
remark that while, following their predictions, in our Monte Carlo
simulations we assign a 0.13 probability for a remnant to contain a
BH, the precise BH fraction is, in reality, subject to a certain degree
of uncertainty. Even taking rigorously the results of Heger et al.
(2003), one needs to note that their NS versus BH fraction (cf. their
ﬁg. 5) was computed assuming a fraction of about 17 per cent of
Type Ib/c SNe, and 87 per cent of Type II. Our sample, on the other
hand, contains about 40 per cent of Type Ib/c and 60 per cent of
Type II SNe. How the remnant fraction would change in this case
is difﬁcult to predict. Heger et al. point out how normal Type Ib/c
SNe are not produced by single stars until the metallicity is well
above solar. In this case, the remnants would be all NSs. At lower
metallicities,ontheotherhand,mostTypeIb/cSNeareproducedin
binary systems where the binary companion helps in removing the
hydrogen envelope of the collapsing star. Given these uncertainties,
whileadoptingforoursimulationstheBH/NSfractionestimatedby
Heger et al. for solar metallicity, we also discuss how results would
vary for different values of the BH and NS components.
If an object is a BH, a low level of X-ray luminosity
(< 1035 ergs−1, i.e. smaller than the lowest measurement/limit in
our SN data set) is assigned to it. This is the most conservative
assumption that we can make in order to derive constraints on the
luminosity distribution of the NS component. If an object is an NS,
then its birth period and magnetic ﬁeld is drawn from the ACC
distribution as described above, and it is evolved to its current age
(equaltotheageofthecorrespondingSNatthetimeoftheobserva-
tion) with equation (3). The corresponding X-ray luminosity is then
drawn from a log-Gaussian distribution with mean given by the P02
relation, and dispersion σLx =

σ2
a(log ˙ Erot)2 + σ2
b.
Fig. 1 (top panel) shows the predicted distribution of the most
frequent value11 of the pulsar luminosity over all the Monte Carlo
realizations of the entire sample of Table 1. The shaded region indi-
cates the 1σ dispersion in the model. This has been determined by
computing the most compact region containing 68 per cent of the
random realizations of the sample. Also shown is the distribution of
the X-ray luminosity (both detections and upper limits) of the SNe
(cf. Table 1). Since the measured X-ray luminosity of each object is
the sum of that of the SN itself and that of the putative pulsar em-
bedded in it, for the purpose of this work X-ray detections are also
treated as upper limits on the pulsar luminosities. This is indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 1.
Our X-ray analysis, in all those cases where a measurement was
possible, never revealed column densities high enough to affect the
observed 2–10 keV ﬂux signiﬁcantly. However, if a large fraction
of the X-ray luminosity (when not due to the pulsar) does not come
fromtheinnermostregionoftheremnant,thentheinferredNHwould
be underestimated with respect to the total column density to the
pulsar.ThetotalopticaldepthtothecentreoftheSNasafunctionof
the SN age depends on a number of parameters; the most important
ofwhicharetheejectedmassanditsradialdistribution.Thedensity
proﬁle of the gas in the newly born SN is determined by the initial
stellarstructureasmodiﬁedbytheexplosion.Numericalsimulations
of SN explosions produce density distributions that, during the free
expansionphase,canbeapproximatedbythefunctionalformρSN =
f(v)t−3 (seee.g.Chevalier&Fransson1994,andreferencestherein).
The function f(v) can in turn be represented by a power law in ve-
locity,f(v)∝v−n.Todate,thebeststudiedcaseisthatofSN1987A.
11 For each (binned) value of the pulsar luminosity, we determined the cor-
responding probability distribution resulting from the Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The maximum of that distribution is what we indicated as the ‘most
frequent’ value for each bin.
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 How rapidly do neutron stars spin at birth? 1645
Figure 1. The dashed line shows the distribution of 2–10 keV luminosi-
ties (either measurements or upper limits) for the entire sample of 100 SNe
analysed (upper panel), for the subsample of SNe with ages >10 yr (middle
panel), and with ages >30 yr (lower panel). The measured SN luminosities
are also treated as upper limits on the luminosities of the embedded pulsars.
The solid line shows the prediction for the X-ray luminosity distribution of
pulsars born inside those SNe, according to the ACC birth parameters and
the Lx– ˙ Erot P02 relation. The shaded regions indicate the 1σ conﬁdence
level of the model, derived from 106 random realizations of the sample. In-
dependently of the SN sample considered, the pulsar luminosity distribution
is highly inconsistent with the corresponding SN X-ray limits.
ModellingbyArnett(1988)andShigeyama&Nomoto(1990)yields
an almost ﬂat inner power-law region, surrounded by a very steep
outer power-law proﬁle, n ∼ 9–10. For normal abundances, and at
energies below12 10 keV, Chevalier & Fransson (1994) estimate the
opticaldepthatenergyE10 ≡E/(10keV)tothecentreofanSNwith
aﬂatinnerdensityproﬁletobeτ =τs E
−8/3
10 E
−3/2
SN,51 M
5/2
ej,10 t−2
yr ,where
ESN,51 is the SN energy in units of 1051 erg, and Mej,10 is the mass
of the ejecta in units of 10M . The constant τs is found to be 5.2
for a density proﬁle with n = 7 in the outer parts, and 4.7 for n =
12. From these simple estimates, it can be seen that the SN would
have to wait a decade or so before starting to become optically thin
at the energies of interest. These estimates however do not account
for the fact that, if the SN harbours an energetic pulsar in its centre,
the pulsar itself will ionize a substantial fraction of the surrounding
neutral material. Calculations of the ionization front of a pulsar in
theinteriorofayoungSNwereperformedbyChevalier&Fransson
(1992). In the case of a ﬂat density proﬁle in the inner region, and
an outer density proﬁle with power law n = 9, they estimate that
the ionization front reaches the edge of the constant-density region
after a time tyr = 10 t0 f
−1/3
i ˙ E
−1/3
rot,41 M
7/6
ej,10 E
−1/2
SN,51, where ˙ Erot,41 ≡
˙ Erot/1041 ergs−1, and fi is the fraction of the total rotational power
that is converted in the form of ionizing radiation with a mean free
path that is small compared to the SN size. The constant t0 depends
on the composition of the core. For a hydrogen-dominated core, t0
= 1.64, for a helium-dominated core, t0 = 0.69, and for an oxygen-
dominated core t0 = 0.28. Once the ionization front has reached the
edge of the constant-density region, the steep outer power-law part
of the density proﬁle is rapidly ionized. Therefore, depending on
the composition and total mass of the ejecta, an energetic pulsar can
ionize the entire mass of the ejecta on a time-scale between a few
years and a few tens of years. This would clearly reduce the optical
depth to the centre of the remnant estimated above.
Given these considerations, in order to make predictions that are
not as likely to be affected by opacity effects, we also performed
a Monte Carlo simulation of the compact remnant population for
all the SNe with ages t > 10 yr, and another for all the SNe with
ages t > 30 yr. Since the opacity scales as t−2, these subsets of
objects are expected to be substantially less affected by high optical
depths to their inner regions. The subsample of SNe with ages t >
10 yr contains 40 objects, while the subsample with ages t > 30 yr
contains 21 SNe. The corresponding luminosity distributions (both
measurements and limits) are shown in Fig. 1 (middle and bottom
panels, respectively), together with the predictions of the adopted
model (ACC initial period distribution and P02Lx– ˙ Erot correlation)
fortheluminositiesofthepulsarsassociatedwiththoseSNsamples.
Given the uncertainties in the early-time optical depth, we consider
the constraints derived from these subsamples (and especially the
one with t > 30 yr) more reliable. Furthermore, even independently
of optical depth effects that can bias the youngest members of the
total sample, the subsamples of older SNe have on average lower
luminosities,hencemakingtheconstraintsonthemodelpredictions
more stringent. In the following, when generalizing our study to
derive limits on the allowed initial period distribution, we will use
for our analysis only the subsets of older SNe.
In all three panels of Fig. 1, the low-luminosity tail of the simu-
lation accounting for ∼15 per cent of the population, is dominated
by the fraction of SNe whose compact remnants are BHs, and for
which we have assumed a luminosity lower than the lowest SN
12 Above 10 keV, the opacity is dominated by electron scattering, which is
energy independent.
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measurement/limit (∼ 1035 ergs−1). While it is possible that newly
born BHs could be accreting from a fallback disc and hence have
luminosities as high as a few × 1038 ergs−1, our assumption of low
luminosityforthemisthemostconservativeonefortheanalysisthat
we are performing, in that it allows us to derive the most stringent
limits on the luminosity of the remaining remnant population of
NSs. For these, the high-luminosity tail is dominated by the fastest
pulsars, those born with periods of a few milliseconds. The mag-
netic ﬁelds, on the other hand, are in the bulk range of 1012–1013 G.
The low-B ﬁeld tail produces lower luminosities at birth, while the
high-B ﬁeld tail will cause the pulsars to slow down on a time-scale
smaller than the typical ages of the SNe in the sample. Therefore,
it is essentially the initial periods which play a crucial role in de-
termining the extent of the high-luminosity tail of the distribution.
With the birth parameter distribution used here, we ﬁnd that, out
of the 106 Monte Carlo realizations of the sample (for each of the
three cases of Fig. 1), none of them predicts pulsar luminosities
compatible with the SN X-ray limits.13
These results point in the direction of initial periods of the pulsar
population to be slower than the millisecond periods derived from
some population-synthesis studies in the radio. A number of other
investigations in the last few years, which are based on different
methods of analysis of the radio sample with respect to ACC, have
indeed come up to conclusions similar to ours. The population-
synthesisstudiesofFaucher-Giguere&Kaspi(2006)yieldedagood
ﬁt to the data with the birth period described by a Gaussian with a
mean period of 0.3 s and a spread of 0.15 s. Similarly, the analysis
by Ferrario & Wickramasinghe (2006) yielded a mean period of
0.23 s for a magnetic ﬁeld of 1012 G. We performed Monte Carlo
simulationsoftheX-raypulsarpopulationusingthebirthparameters
derived in those studies above and found them to be consistent with
the SNe X-ray limits shown in Fig. 1.
In order to generalize our analysis beyond the testing of known
distributions, we performed a number of Monte Carlo simulations
with different initial spin period distributions and a mean mag-
netic ﬁeld given by the optimal model of Faucher-Giguere & Kaspi
(2006). This is a log-Gaussian with mean  log (B/G) =12.65 and
dispersion σlogB = 0.55.14
Fig.2showsthefractionfc
sim oftheMonteCarlosimulationsofthe
SN sample for which the luminosity of each pulsar is found below
that of the corresponding SN. The sample of SNe selected is either
the one with ages >10 yr (top panel), or the one with ages >30 yr
(bottom panel), which allow tighter constraints while minimizing
optical depth effects. Monte Carlo realizations of the samples have
been run for 50 Gaussian distributions of the period with mean in
the range 20–100ms, and for each of them, four values of the dis-
persion15 σP0 between 1 and 50ms. For each value of the period, we
13 We need to point out that, in the study presented here, we refrain from
performing detailed probability analysis. This is because, given the obser-
vational uncertainties of some of the input elements needed for our study
(as discussed both above and in the following), precise probability numbers
would not be especially meaningful at this stage.
14 The inferred values of the magnetic ﬁeld in different studies are all gen-
erally in this range, even for very different inferred spin birth parameters.
Furthermore, Ferrario & Wickramasinghe (2006) note that the pulsar birth
period that they infer is almost independent of the ﬁeld value in the range
logB(G) = 10–13, where the vast majority of isolated radio pulsars lie.
15 ThedependenceswithσP0 shouldbetakenasrepresentativeofthegeneral
trend, since it is likely that σP0 and P0 might be correlated. However, since
no such correlations have been studied and reported, we took as illustrative
example the simplest case of a constant σP0 for a range of P0.
Figure 2. Fraction f c
sim of Monte Carlo realizations of the SN sample for
which the 2–10 keV luminosities of the pulsars are below the limits of the
correspondingSNe.Thisisshownfordifferentdistributionsoftheinitialspin
periods,describedbyGaussiansofmeanP0 anddispersionσP0.Intheupper
panel, the sample includes only the SNe of ages >10 yr (cf. Fig. 1, middle
panel), while in the lower panel only the SNe with ages >30 yr (cf. Fig. 1,
lower panel) are included for the Monte Carlo simulations. Independently
of the sample considered, initial periods P0  40 ms are inconsistent with
the SN data.
performed100000randomrealizations.16 Detailsoftheresultsvary
abitbetweenthetwoage-limitedsubsamples.Thisisnotsurprising,
since the extent to which we can draw limits on the pulsar periods
depends on the measurements/limits of the X-ray luminosities of
the SNe in the sample. In a large fraction of the cases, we have only
upper limits and therefore our analysis is dependent on the sensi-
tivity at which each object has been observed. Independently of the
16 The number of random realizations is smaller here with respect to Fig. 1
forcomputationalreasonssince,whileeachpanelofFig.1displaysaMonte
Carlo simulation for one set of parameters only, each panel of Fig. 2 is the
results of 200 different Monte Carlo realizations. For a few cases, however,
we veriﬁed that the results were statistically consistent with those obtained
with a larger number of random realizations.
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sample,however,weﬁndthat,forinitialperiodsP0 35–40ms,the
distributionofpulsarluminositiesishighlyinconsistentwiththeSN
data for any value of the assumed width of the period distribution.
Weneedtoemphasizethatthespeciﬁcvalueoffc
sim asafunctionof
P0 should be taken as representative. Various authors have come up
withslightlydifferentﬁtsfortheLx– ˙ Erotcorrelation.If,forexample,
instead of the ﬁt by P02 we had used the ﬁt derived by Guseinov
et al. (2004), then the limits on the period would have been more
stringent.Ontheotherhand,if,forsomereason,theefﬁciencyηx of
conversion of ˙ Erot into Lx becomes low at high ˙ Erot, then our results
would be less constraining. In order to assess the robustness of our
resultswithrespecttochangesinηx,weransimulationsofthepulsar
populationassumingthat,for ˙ Erot > ˙ E
max,obs
rot ∼ 1039 ergs−1 (where
˙ E
max,obs
rot is the maximum observed ˙ Erot), the efﬁciency becomes
η 
x =  ηx, and we tried with a range of values of  <1. This test
also addresses the issue of a bias in our results deriving from a
possible shallower slope for the youngest pulsars of the population,
as discussed in Section 3. We ran Monte Carlo simulations for the
ACC birth parameters, and decreased   by increments of 0.02. We
foundthat,onlyfortheverylowvalue,  ∼10−4,asizablefractionof
∼5percentofthesimulationspredictspulsarX-rayluminositiesthat
are fully consistent with the SN data. Therefore, we conclude that
ourresultsonthemillisecondbirthperiodsofpulsarsarereasonably
robust with respect to uncertainty in the Lx– ˙ Erot for the youngest
members of the population.
Anothersystematicthatmightinprincipleaffectourresultswould
arise if a fraction of NSs is born with a non-active magnetosphere
so that their X-ray luminosity at high ˙ Erot is much smaller than
for the active pulsars, then the limits on the initial periods of the
‘active’ pulsars would be less stringent. An example of non-active
NSs could be that of the CCOs discussed in Section 3. However,
until the fraction of these stars becomes well constrained by the
observations and an independent Lx– ˙ Erot is established for them,
it is not possible to include them quantitatively in our population
studies. Similarly, the precise fraction of BHs versus NSs in the
remnant population plays a role in our results. A larger fraction of
BHswouldalleviateourconstraintsontheinitialspinperiods,while
a smaller fraction would, obviously, make them tighter. If a fraction
of those BHs had a luminosity larger than the maximum assumed
upper limit in our simulations (due to e.g. accretion from a fallback
disc as discussed above), then our results would again be more
constraining. While our work is the ﬁrst of its kind in performing
the type of analysis that we present, future studies will be able to
improve upon our results, once the possible systematics discussed
above are better constrained, and deeper limits are available for the
full SN sample.
5 SUMMARY
In this paper we have proposed a new method for probing the birth
parameters and energetics of young NSs. The idea is simply based
on the fact that the X-ray measurements of young SNe provide
upper limits to the luminosity of the young pulsars embedded in
them. The pulsar X-ray luminosity on the other hand, being directly
related to its energy loss, provides a direct probe of the pulsar spin
and magnetic ﬁeld. Whereas pulsar birth parameters are generally
inferred through the properties of the radio population, the X-ray
properties of the youngest members of the population provide tight
and independent constraints on those birth parameters, and as we
discussed, especially on the spins.
The statistical comparison between theoretical predictions and
the distribution of X-ray luminosity limits that we have performed
in this work has demonstrated that the two are highly inconsistent
if the bulk of pulsars is born with periods in the millisecond range.
Whereas we cannot exclude that the efﬁciency ηx of conversion of
rotational energy into X-ray luminosity could have a turnover and
drop at high values of ˙ Erot to become ηx   1, the 2–10 keV pulsar
data in the currently observed range of ˙ Erot do not point in this di-
rection (but rather point to an increase of ηx with ˙ Erot), and there is
no theoretical reason for hypothesizing such a turnover. However,
even if such a turnover were to exist just above the observed range
of ˙ Erot, we found that only by taking an efﬁciency η 
x ∼ 10−4 ηx
above ˙ E
max,obs
rot , our results would lose their constraining value for
the millisecond spin birth distributions. Therefore, we can robustly
interpret our results as an indication that there must be a sizable
fraction of pulsars born with spin periods lower than what has been
derivedbyanumberofradiopopulationstudiesaswellasbyhydro-
dynamic simulations of SN core collapse (e.g. Ott et al. 2006). Our
ﬁndings go along the lines of a few direct measurements of initial
periods of pulsars in supernova remnants (see e.g. table 2 in Migli-
azzo et al. 2002), as well as some other population-synthesis stud-
ies (Faucher-Giguere & Kaspi 2006; Ferrario & Wickramasinghe
2006; Lorimer et al. 2006). Our results for the bulk of the pulsar
population, however, do not exclude that the subpopulation of mag-
netars could be born with very fast spins, as needed in order to
create the dynamo action responsible for the B-ﬁeld ampliﬁcation
required in these objects (Thompson & Duncan 1993). Because of
theirveryshortspin-downtimes,theenergyoutputofmagnetarscan
bedominatedbythespin-downluminosityonlyuptotime-scalesof
a fraction of year, during which the SN is still too optically thick to
let the pulsar luminosity go through. Therefore, our analysis cannot
place meaningful constraints on this class of objects.
Finally, our results also bear implications on the contribution of
young pulsars to the population of the ULXs observed in nearby
galaxies. The model in Section 3 predicts that a sizable fraction
of that population could indeed be made up of young, fast-rotating
pulsars(Perna&Stella2004).However,theanalysisperformedhere
showsthatthecontributionfromthiscomponent,althoughexpected
from the tail of the population, cannot be as large as current models
predict.
The extent to which we could perform our current analysis has
been limited by the size of the SNe sample, and, especially, by the
available X-ray measurements. The fact that, in a large fraction of
the sample, we have limits rather than detections, which means that
a large improvement can be made with deeper limits from longer
observations. The deeper the limits, the tighter the constraints that
can be derived on the spin period distribution of the pulsars. The
analysis proposed and performed here is completely uncorrelated
from what done in radio studies, and therefore it provides an inde-
pendent and complementary probe of the pulsar spin distribution at
birth (or shortly thereafter); our results provide stronger constraints
on theoretical models of stellar core collapse and early NS evolu-
tion, making it even more necessary to explain why NSs spin down
so rapidly immediately after birth (see also Thompson, Chang &
Quataert 2004; Metzger, Thompson & Quataert 2007).
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